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Abstract

This thesis presents a scheme for condition monitoring and fault detection in hydraulic

servo positioning systems using analytical redundancy. The work contributes to fault

detection and isolation (FDI) of nonlinear systems. In this context, a fault is defined as

any kind of malfunction in the dynamic system that leads to an unacceptable anomaly in

overall system performance. Failures inevitably occur at the most inconvenient times

creating technical, organizational and,financial restrictions that could be minirnized rvith

the application of appropriate condition monitoring and far-rlt detection tecliniqr-res. For

example, repair costs due to fluid losses in heavy equipment alone can result in hundreds

of thousands of dollars in losses apart from those due to the failure of other components.

The approach taken in this thesis is to reconstruct the output of a system by an

observer. The comparison between the estimated and the measured values of the output is

permitted by using an average sequential test of Wald to detect the failure. Sequential

testing takes into account the past evolution of the tested variable. One of the following

three decisions can be chosen aLany stage of the experiment: (l) to accept the hypothesis,

(2) to reject the hypothesis, and (3) to continue the experiment by making additional

observations. Wald's sequential test is a method of statistical inference whose

characteristic feature is that the number of observations required by the procedure is not

determined in aclvance of the experiment. This test frequently results in a savings of

about 50o/o in the number of observations ove¡ the most etÏcient test procedure based on

a fixed number of observations.

Velocity output from the system is taken as input to the observer. Residuals are taken

from the difference of the actual and the estimated velocities. The cumulative sum of the

residuals is then used in a sequential test of Wald to determine the occurrence of fault.

Simulation studies are conducted for cross-port leakage in the actuator, external leakage

from the actuator, faults due to compliance variation. faults due to incorrect supply



pressure, and sensor faults. Experiments are conducted for faults due to incorrect supply

pressures and sensor faults. Both simulation and experimental results show the promise

and potential of the proposed method.
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I Introduction

1.1 Background

Hydraulic systems are used in most industries where heavy objects are manipulated or

large forces are exerted on their surroundings. Examples include pick and place robots for

industrial applications, positioning of aircraft control surfaces, flight simulators, road

simulators, excavators and feller buñchers. Hydraulic systems consist of components

such as servovalves, actuators and pumps whose dynamic characteristics are complex,

nonlinear and time-varying. For example, as the operating temperature changes, the

temperature sensitive parameters such as density, viscosity and bulk modulus of the

working fluid change accordingly. For hydraulic systems that operate for long periods of

time or in high temperature environments, the effect of these changes cannot be ignored.

Hydraulic systems are also subjected to many faults such as actuator faults, leakages, and

pump pressure faults. A fault is defined as an undesirable deviation of a characteristic

property, which leads to the inability to fulfil an intended purpose (lserman, 1984), A

good fault detection and condition monitoring scheme can save a lot of time and cost.

There are many parameters that can be monitored in typical fluid power systems.

Measurements may be either of the detailed micro-type such as component wear and

spool displacement, or measurement may be of the macro-type resulting from micro-type

problems. The type of instrumentation used ancl the cost depend upon the application and

are related to the value of keeping the particr-rlar component or system in operation. The

more advanced techniques require complex signal processing. Visual inspection of both

components and system is perhaps the most basic approach and often initiates ar-ttomatic

condition monitoring. Regr-rlar inspection for t'luid leaks and audible changes in noise

level can often avoid a serious failure (Watton et al.. 1987).



It is of great importance to have an efficient operation of hydraulic systems due to their

large variety of implementation. It is also necessary to have a condition monitoring and

fàult detection scherne to detect the far-rlt as it occurs. There are several types of fàults

which can occur in a hydraulically actuated system. A drop in pump pressure could cause

the stalling of tlie actuator against the load. In an aerospace application where flight

control surfaces are moved by a hydraulic actuator, stalling of the actuator could have

disastrous consequences. Lack of pump pressure can result in extreme cases, from

increased leakage in the pump due to wear or a burst in a supply line. A relief valve

failure can also cause the pump pressure to drop. Similarly, a relief valve that remains

closed can cause the pump pressure to rise substantially and lead to destruction and

failure of the system due to overpressure.

Another common source of a fault is the leakage from actuators and supply lines. A

hydraulic actuator can suffer from two different types of leakages. The fìrst is leakage at

the piston seal or internal flor.v loss. When leakage occurs across a piston seal, no fluid is

lost from the system, but the motion of the actuator is affected since only a portion of the

flow passing through the valve is available to move the actuator. The second type of

leakage is one at the shaft seal or external flow loss. Fluid is lost from the system when

external leakage occurs. If external leakage is not detected, the loss of fluid from the

system could result in a substantial drop in line pressures and the hydraulic system will

eventually cease to operate. Watton et al. (i987) have investigated expert system and

neural network approaches to diagnosing internal and external leakages in hydraulic

actuators and lines.

The third common calrse of malfunction and failure in a hydraulic system is particle,

air and water contamination of the hydraulic fluid. Since the bulk modulus of air is mLrch

smaller than that of hyclraulic f'luid, any air trapped in the system will resr-rlt in a

significant reduction in the effective bulk modulus of the fluid. Similarly, the presence of

water in the system will manifest itself as an increase in the effective bulk modr-rlus of the

fluid. The natural frequency of the entire system is a function of the effective bulk

modulus. In a closed-loop control system, a change in the natural frequency of the system

can have serious implications on the overall system performance. Thus, changes in the



effective bulk modulus should be monitored in high performance closed-loop control

systems.

Fault Detection and Isolation (FDi) is the basic technology to detect the occurrence

of a tàult and determine its calrse. Reconfiguration of controls is used to maintain the

performance. This can involve sensor signals, the use of actuators and/or revised control

algorithms.

In this study we introduce a methodology of fault detection based on an analytical

redundancy approach by employing a nonlinear observer and a statistical sequential test.

The design of a system that prodr"rces an approximation to the state vector in a

deterministic setting is called an observer (Luenberger,1971). The general procedr:re for

far-rlt detection first generates the so-called residuals (i.e., fault-accentuated functions)

before proceeding to detection and reconfiguration (Adjallah et al, 1994). Although

various FDI methods have been developed, most of them are for linear systems. Since

most practical dynamic systems display nonlinearity, the linear model based fault

detection methods can only work well in a small region around an operating point (Yu,

2000). Therefore there is a great need for developing FDI methods for nonlinear systems,

particularly for fluid power systems as they are widely used in many industrial

applications. In order to achieve fault detection and localization for a rvide class of

nonlinear systems subjected to bounded nonlinearity, a nonlinear observer is usr-rally r,rsed

(Kudva. 1980). Yu (2000) proposed a robust minimal order state obsen.er for bilinear

systems with unknown inputs and applied it to a hydraulic system. Cro'uvther et al. (1998)

presented a neural network approach for the fault diagnosis of a hydraulic actuator

circuit.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of This Thesis

In this thesis, a fault detection methodology for an electro-hydraulic servo-positioning

system r,rsing an analytical redundancy approach is presented. Different stages in

achieving this goal are as follows: (i) a nonlinear observer is employ.ecì tbr residual

generation, (ii) the input signal and the velocity as olrtput of the system are ttsec'l as inputs

to the observer, (iii) residuals, i.e., the diffèrences bet\,veen the estimatecl and the



measured velocities, are generated for fault detection strategy, and (iv) the residuals are

evaluated via sequential test of Wald, a reliable method to detect the occurrence of a

fãult.

The organizaTion of this thesis is as follows. Basic concepts of fault detection and

isolation are discussed in Chapter 2. Since this thesis presents fault detection using

analytical redundancy (model based fault detection), classification of anal¡ical and

physical redundancy are also discussed. In Chapter 3, detailed concepts of analytical

redundancy are discussed. In any fàr-rlt detection methodology, it is desired that the

algorithm be sensitive to the faults. yet be insensitive to disturbances, noise and

modelling errors. Thus various kinds of disturbances and noises are analyzed in Chapter

3. Chapter 4 discusses the fundamental observer based residual generation as this is the

primary method adopted in this work for residual generation. Linear and nonlinear

observers are discussed in detail. Residual generation is important for fault detection as it

provides the knowledge of the state of the system. However, it does not provide suff,rcient

information about the detection of the fault unless it is evaluated by a statistical test for

decision-making. There are many statistical methods for fault detection which can be

used according to their availability and the nature of the system. These methods are

discussed in Chapter 5. Sequential test of Wald, which is used in this work for analyzing

the residuals to make a decision for fault detection, is cliscLrssed in detail. Chapters 6 and

7 consist of the mathematical modelling of the system and design and analysis of the

nonlinear observer. Chapter 7 also includes fault detection methodology adopted in this

work. Simulation and experimental studies are presented in Chapter I for various faults

such as incorrect pump pressure faults, internal and external leakages, changes in the bulk

modulus and sensor faults. Experimental results are only presented for incorrect pump

pressure and sensor far.rlts. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 9.



2 Fault Detection and trsolation

2.X ClassifTcation of Faults

A fault is defined as an undesirable deviation of a characteristic property which leads to

the inability to fulfil an intended purpose. Faults are generally described by deterministic

time-functions which are not known. Important special cases are the jump-fault (step

function) and the drift-fault (ramp fünction). It is assumed that faults are nor present

initially in the system but arrive at some later time, with both their magnitude ancl arrival
time being unknown. It is worthwhile to mention that any noise originating from the plant

or from sensors and actuators, is considered random with zero mean (any nonzero mean

is handled as a fault or disturbance). Faults are usually classified into the followine
categories:

(i) Additive faults: these are unknown inputs acting on the plant, which are normally
zero and which, when present, cause a change in the plant outputs independent of the

known inputs. Such faults best describe plant leaks and loads. The distinction between

additive faults and disturbances is subjective: faults are those unknown inputs that we

wish to detect and isolate while disturbances are nuisances that i,ve wish to ignore.

(ii) Multiplicative faults: these are changes (abrupt or gradr:al) in some plant

parameters. They cause changes iri the plant outputs that depend also on the magnitude of
the known inputs. Such faults best describe the deterioration of the plant equipment, such

as surface contamination, clogging or partial or total loss of power. Modelling effors are

discrepancies between the model (model parameters) and the true system. They may have

been present since the origin of the system, or may arise due to operating-point changes.

Modelling errors are nuisances, the effect of which we want to suppress. They may be

considered as multiplicative disturbances, in contrast to multiplicative faults which are

also discrepancies beti.veen the model and the true system, but which we wish to detect.



(iii) Sensor faults: these are discrepancies between the measured and the actual

values of the individual plant variables. These faults are usually considered additive

(independent of the measured magnitude), thor-rgh some sensor faults such as sticking or

complete failure may be better characterized as multiplicative.

(iv) Actttator faults: these are discrepancies betr.veen the input command of an

actuator and its actual outpr.rt. Actuator faults are usually handled as additive although

some kinds of faults such as complete failure, may be better described as multiplicative.

2.2 Fault Detection and Diagnosis

The indication that something is wrong in a monitored system is called fault detection,

rvhereas the determination of the exact location of the faulty component is called fault

isolation. The determination of tf,. magnitude of the fault is refened to as fault

identification (Gertler, 1998). The isolation and identification tasks together are referred

to as fault diagnosis. While detection is an absolute must in any practical system and

isolation is almost equally important, fault identification may not justify the extra effort it

requires. Therefore, most practical systems contain only the fault detection and isolation

stages and are referred to as FDI systems. As well, in many texts, diagnosis is used

simply as a synonym to isolation.

Usually the fault detection and diagnosis tasks take place on-line. These two tasks

may be performed in parallel or sequentìally. In some diagnostic systems, a single

decision conveys not only the fact that a fault is present but also its location. In other

systems, the detection task is running continuously while the diagnostic task is triggered

only upon the detection of the presence of a fault.

The faults we are dealing with may arise in the basic technological equipment or in

its measurement and control instruments, probably sensors and actuators. They may

represent performance deterioration, partial malfunctions or total breakdowns. From the

point of vier,v of diagnosis, it is of interest to know how a particular fault affects the plant

olrtpnts, r,vhether in an aclditive lranner or multiplicative manner,

In most practical situations. fàult diagnosis needs to be pertbrmed in the presence of

disturbarrces, noise and modelling errors. These interfere with the cliagnosis of far.rlts and

may lead to false alarms andlor misclassification. Therefore, the diagnostic algorithm



needs to be designed sr-rch that it: (i) is made insensitive to the disturbances. (ii) includes

mechanisms to suppress the effects of noise. (iii) is roburst with respect to modelling

errors, and (iv) maintains sufficient sensitivity with respect to faults.

2.2.1 Detection Performa nce

The detection performance of the diagnostic technique is characterised by a nr-rmber of

important and quantifiable benchmarks:,

Fault sensitivity:the ability to detect faults of reasonably srnall size.

Reaction speed: the ability to detect faults with reasonably small delay after their

occurrence.

Robustness.' the ability to operate inihe presence of noise, disturbances and modelling

errors, with few false alarms.

Fault sensitivity, reaction speed and robustness arise from an interplay between

faults on one hand and, noise, disturbances, and modelling errors on the other. They are

affected by the design of the detection algorithm. In most cases, there are design trade-

offs between the various properties.

2.2.2 Isolation Performance

The ability of the diagnostic system to distinguish faults depends upon the physical

ploperties of the plant, the size of faults, noise level, disturbances and modelling errors,

and on the design of the algorithm. Multiple simultaneous faults are, in general, more

difficult to isolate than single faults. Also, the interplay betr,veen faults, disturbances,

noise and modelling errors may lead to uncertain or incorrect isolation decisions.

Ftrthermore, some faults may be non-isolable from one another because they act on the

physical plant in an undistinguishable way.



2.2.3 Classification

The methods of fault detection

those which do not utilize the

which do (model-based).

and diagnosis may be classifìed

mathematical model of the nlant

rnto two maJor groups-

(model-free) and those

ø ModeþFree Methods

Model-free methods range from physical redundancy and special sensors to lirnit-

checking and spectrum analysis to logical reasoning.

Physical Redunclancy

In this approach, multiple sensors are installed to measure the same physical quantity.

Any serior,rs discrepancy between the measurements indicates a sensor fault. With only

two parallel sensors, fault isolation is not possible. With three sensors, a voting scheme

can be formed which isolates the faulty sensor. Physical redundancy involves extra

hardware cost and extra weight, the latter representing a serious concern in aerospace

applications.

Special Sensors

Special sensors may be installed explicitly for detection ancl diagnosis. These may be

limit sensors in hardr,vare. Other speciai sensors may measure some fault-indicating

physical quantity such as sound. vibration and elongation.

Limit Checkine

In this approach, which is widely used in practice, plant measurements are compared by

computer to preset limits. Exceeding the threshold indicates a fault situation. in many

systems, there are two levels of limits, the first serving fbr pre-warning r,vhile the second



triggers an emergency reaction. Limit checking may be extended to monitoring the time-

trend of selected variables. While simple and straightfonvard, limit checking approach

suffers from t,uvo seriours drarvbacks:

l. Since the plant variables may vary widely due to normal input variations, the test

thresholds need to be set quite conservatively.

2. The effect of a single component fault may propa-qate to many plant variables, setting

off a conftrsing multitude of alarms and making isolation extremely diffìcult.

Spectrum Analysis

Spectrum analysis of plant measurements may also be used for detection and isolation.

Most plant variables exhibit a typical frequency spectrum under normal operating

conditions. Any deviation from this is an indication of abnormality. Certain types of
faults may even have their characteristic signature in the spectrum, facilitating fault

isolation.

Loqic Reasonine

Logic reasoning forms a broad class which is complementary to the methods outlined

above, in that it is aimed at evaluating the symptoms obtained by the detection hardware

or software. The simplest technique consists of trees of logical rules of the "IF-symptom-

AND-symptom-THEN-conclusion" type. Each conclusion can, in turn serve as symptom

in the next rule, until the final conclusion is reached. The system may process the

information presented by the detection hardware/software or may interact with a hnman

operator, inquiring frorn him/her about particular symptoms and guiding him/her thror-rgh

the entire logical process.

. Model-Based Methods

Model-based fault detection and diagnosis methods utilize explicit mathematical models

of the monitored plants. A system's natural mathematical description is in the form of

9



differential equations, or equivalent transformed representation. However, the monitoring

computers operate in a sampled fashion, using sampled data. Therefore, it is customary

and practical to describe the monitored plant in discrete time, by a set of difference

equations, or equivalents.

Most of the model-based fault detection and diagnosis methods rely on the concept

of anal¡ical redundancy. In contrast to physical redundancy, whereby measurements

from parallel sensors are compared to each other, sensory measurements are compared to

anal¡ically computed values of the respective variable. Such computations Llse present

and/or previor-rs measurements of other variables and the mathematical plant model

describing their nominal relationship to the measured variable. The resulting differences,

called residuals, are indicative of the presence of faults in the system. Another class of

model-based methods relies directly on parameter estimation.

The generation of residuals needs to be followed by a residual evaluation scheme, in

order to arrive at detection and isolation decisions. Because ofthe presence ofnoise and

modelling errors, the residuals are never zero, even if there is no fault. Therefore, the

detection decision requires testing the residuals against thresholds. The thresholds are

determined empirically or by theoretical considerations.

To facilitate fault isolation, the residual generators are usually designed for isolation

enhanced residuals, exhibiting structural or directional properties. The isolation decisions

can then be obtained in a structural (Boolean) or directional (geometric) frarnework, rvith

or without the inclusion of statistical elements.

The residuals, generated to indicate faults, may also react to the presence of noise,

disturbances and modelling errors. Desensitizing the residuals to these sources is an

important aspect in the design of detection and diagnosis algorithms. In particular:

(i) In order to deal with the effects of noise, the residuals may be f,rltered and statistical

techniques may be applied to their evaluation. The latter may be hampered by insufficient

information concerning the statistical properties of the noise and the noise-transfer

dynamics of the plant.

(ii) Disturbance decoupling may be built into the design of the resich-ral getterator, but it

competes with isolatiou enhancement for the available design fi'eedom.

10



(iii) Robustness in the face of modelling errors is the most fundamental problem in

model-based fault detection and isolation. Several methods are available which usually

rely on some sort of optimization. Unfortunately, this problem does not lend itself to easy

solutions and the known techniques are effective only under limited circumstances. There

are foulr somewhat overlapping approaches to residual generation in a model-based fault

detection and isolation technique:

a. Kalman Filter

The error prediction of the Kalman filter can be used as a fault detection residual. Its

mean is zero if there is no fault or disturbance and becomes nonzero in the presence of
faults. Since the innovation sequense is white, statistical tests are relatively easy to

construct (Gertler, 1998). However, fault isolation is somewhat awkward with the

Kalman filter. One needs to run a bank of matched filters, one for each suspected fault

and for each possible arrival time, and check which filter output can be matched with the

actual observations.

b. DiagnosticObservers

Observer innovations also qualify as fault detection residuals. "Unknown input" design

techniques may be used to decouple the residuals from a limited number of disturbances.

The residual sequence is coloured, which makes statistical testing somewhat complicated.

The freedom in the design of the observer can be utilized to enhance the residuals for

isolation. The dynarnics of the fault detection can be controlled, within certain limits, by

placing the poles of the observer.

c. Parify (consistency) Relations

Parity relations are realranged direct input-outpr-rt model equations, subjected to a linear

dynamic transforrnation. The transformecl residual serves t-or detection and isolation. The

resiclual seqllence is coloured, as in the case of observers. The desien freedorl proviclecl
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by the transformation can be used for disturbance decoLrpling and fault isolation

enhancement. Also, the dynamics of the response can be assigned r.vithin the limits

imposed by the requirements of car:sality stability.

d. ParameterEstimation

Parameter estimation is a natural approach to the detection and isolation of parametric

(multiplicative) faults. A reference model is obtained by first identifying the planr in a
faulçfree situation. Next, the parameters are repeatedly re-identified on-line. Deviations

from the reference model serve as a basis for detection and isolation. Parameter

estimation may be more reliable than the analytical reclundancy methods, but it is also

more demanding in terms of on-line computation and input excitation reqr-rirements.

It has been realizecl that there is a fundamental eqr-rivalence betr,veen parity relation

and observer based designs, in that the tr,vo techniques produce identical residuals if the

generators have been designed for the same specifications. A relationship, though

weaker, has been found between parity relations and the parameter estimation as well, in

that parity relations, designed for the isolation of parametric faults, are the minimum

data-length least-squares estimators for the same. In Chapter 3, redundancy with respect

to model-based methods for fault detection is discussed in detail.
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3 Redundancv for Fault Detection

In this chapter different aspects of redundancies are discussed in details. There are two

types of redundancies when dealing with FDI systems:

l. physical redundancy, and

2. anal¡ical redundancy.

3.1 Physical Redundancy

Using physical redundancy, it is of common interest to classify faults into trvo categories:

(i) faults in sensors, actuators and controllers, and (ii) faults in the plant dynamics. The

types of redundancies for these tr,vo groups of faults, as ,uvell as the ways to compensate

for them, are quite different. Since redundant actuators, sensofs or control]ers are often in

hardware form, this type of redundancy is also called hardware redundancy.

In actual systems, actuators are often used to manipulate energy flow, mass flow, or

to amplify the low-energy control signals to operate a process. They are the devices that

mechanically drive the system. Generally speaking, the type and power levels of

actuators depend on the specific applications.

Actuators for motion control may include stepper motors, DC servomotors, linear

motors, or hydraulic ot'pneumatic motors. In process control industries, actllators can be

servo-valves, solenoids and relays. Since almost all actuators require a separate power

source to operate, failures in these power sources will certainly contribute to the faih-rres

of their respective actuators. Such failures are often abrupt in nature. In addition, due to

their mechanical motion, actuators may also under-9o wear or aging. Wear failures

manifest themselves as sradual deterioration in actuator effectiveness.
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Similarly, the type of sensors employed is application-dependent. Potentiometers and

linear variable differential transformers are often used to measure speed and acceleration.

Thermocouples. thermistors, or resistance temperatllre detectors are often associated with

temperature measurement. Generally speaking, the signal level at a sensor outpr-rt is

relatively low. Additional signal conditioning and amplification often become integral

parts of the sensory component. Failures in the sensors themselves or the related sensor

accessories will be classifìed as sensor failure. The fàilure profile of sensors is usr-rally

different from that of actuators. The predominant problenis associated with sensors are

bias, loss of polver, reduction in the dynamic range, or complete loss of the signal.

For a given system, redundant sensors are usually much easier to install than

redundant actuators and controllers, because sensors are passive elements in the sense

that they only provide the operational information of the system and do not affect the

system behaviour directly unless they are in the feedback loop. There are several different

strategies for introducing redundant sensors. One strategy is to use multiple dissimilar

sensors at the same measurement point in the system to obtain multiple readings. These

readings are then processed by a majority-voting scheme to discriminate the incorrect

reading from the reliable ones. A widely accepted reliable measurement strategy in

industry is the so-called Triple Modular Redundancy where three sensors are used to

perform the measurement of a single quantity. Another method is to ttse different sensors

to measure different but related system variables. Some pre-processing may be required

before voting can be carried out.

In comparison with sensors, actuators are larger in size and require more power to

operate. In many cases, one cannot ignore the dynamics of the actuators, which are often

represented as a paft of the entire system. Unlike sensors, actuators cannot be added or

taken out of service easily. Therefore, the actuator redtmdancies can only be introduced

by means of additional manipulated variables in the system. These redundant system

variables may take totally different physical forms or meanings. In other r,vords. the

dynamics from each actllator to the system outpr-tt may be different. Because the

redundant actuators har,,e to be in operation at all times. one cannot apply a voting scheme

to the actuators, and the controller design for such systems becomes more complex.
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3.2 dnalytical Redundancy

It is not conrmon to introduce system dynarnic faults in terms of physicai redundancy.

The redundancy in this case is introduced differently, which often reflects the ability of

the system to detect and diagnose component faults, and to reconf,tgure the control

strategies to cope with them. To achieve prompt fault detection and accurate fault

identification, we also have to rely on the redundant information from the system. Sr-rch

information can be obtained not only from redundant sensors, but also by means of

anal¡ical relationships among related system variables. The redundancy derived from a

mathematical model is often known as analytical redundancy.

The residual generation schemes of many FDI methods are based on the principle of

anal¡ical redundancies. The major hurdle in using analytical redundancy is that one has

to have an accurate mathematical model representation among relevant system variables,

which in practice is hard to obtain. This issue brings about a lot of research interests, such

as robust FDI, and imprecise FDI for reconfigurable control. In fact, the control

reconfiguration scheme can also be viewed as analytical redundancy, since different

(redundant) control strategies are generated and applied to the system in the event of

faults/failures. It is important to note that even though anal¡ical redundancy is powerful

in many applications, it cannot replace redundant hardware components for control

purposes; this is particr-rlarly true for actuator failures.

The basic idea of analytical redundancy is the comparison of the actual behaviour of

the monitored plant to the behaviour predicted on the basis of a mathematical plant

model. In other words, the plant observations are checked for consistency with the

mathematical model. The outcomes of the consistency checks are qtnntities called

residuals. These residuals are nominally zero. They become nonzero as a result of faults,

disturbances, noise and modelling errors. The residuals are then analyzed to arrive at a

diagnostic decisions, i.e., whether there is a fault present or not, and which component is

failing. Thus, any diagnostic algorithm which utilizes analytical redundancy consists of

two blocks. the residual generator and the decisiolt maker (see Fig. 3.1).
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Observations Resicluals Diagnosis

Fig. 3.1: Analytical redundancy algorithm.

While a single residual may be suffrcient for fault detection, the isolation of faults

requires a set of residuals. To facilitate the isolation function, the resicluals are usually

enhanced, that is, generated with specific isolation properties.

As discussed above, faults are performance deterioration, malfunctions or

breakdowns in the monitored plant or in its instrumentation. Faults may be represented as

unknown extra inputs acting on the system (i.e., additive faults) or as changes of some

plant parameters (i.e., multiplicative f,aults). While in many cases the classification of a

particular fault as additive or mr-rltiplicative follolvs fiom its nature, sometimes it may

also be arbitrary. Additive faults are usually simpler to deal with, so faults should be

classified as additive whenever this is reasonably justified.

A disturbance is an unknolvn extra input acting on the plant. Thus, there is no

physical difference between a disturbance and certain additive faults; the distinction is

subjective. We consider as faults those extra inputs, the presence of which we wish to

detect. We consider as disturbances those which we lvant to ignore and by which we want

to be unaffected. Some authors referto the disturbances as'nuisance variables'.

Additive faults and disturbances will be handled as unspecifred deterministic

functions of time. In general, no parlicular time-behaviour will be assumed or Lrtilized in

the design of residual generators. In the analysis, however, it will be useful sometimes to

refer to some typical time-functions, such as drift-type, jr"rmp-type and intermittent faults

ancl disturbances.

Modelling errors are errors or uncefiainties in the parameters of the monitored

system. Just like the multiplicative faults, they are discrepancies between the true system

and the model, but they represent an undesirable interference with fault diagnosis. Tht-ts,

modelling errors can be considered as multiplicative disturbances. Note that, in general. it

is difficult to distinguish parametric faults from certain modelling errors, though their

long-term behaviour may provide some clues. Parametric far-rlts develop over the collrse
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of system operation, while some modelling errors may have been present from the

beginning.

Table 3. 1 : Classification of faults. disturbances and noises.

3.3 Additive F aults, F{oise and Disturbances

Consider a system with multiple inputs u(t)=lu,(t)...uoQ)]t and multiple outputs

y(t)=ly,(t),...,y,(t)l'. For a linear discrete dynamic system, the nominal input-output

relationship is

y(t) = M(þ)u(r) (3.1)

where M(þ) is the matrix that relates the output to the input. Assume that a sr"ibset u.(l)

of the inputs, zl(r), is controlled while the rest, u.r,(t), are measlrred. It is worthwhile to

mention that if an input is neither controlled nor measured then it is unknown and has to

be considered a disturbance. The observed variables are the command values for the

controlled inputs. The measurement values are the measured inputs and the measured

outputs. The following additive faults are possible:

l. Input actuator faults Attr,(t)

Additive Multiplicative

Faults
Sensor fault

Á.ctuator fault
Plant fault

Parametric Fault

Disturbances Plant Disturbance Nfodeling error

Noises Sensor noise
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2. Input sensor faults A,u,r,(t)

3. Plant faults Lu r(t)

4. Or-rtput sensor faults Ly(t)

The observed variables ur.(t), u,,(t) and

ui.Q) and u'r,(t) and the actual plant outpurt

y(t) are related to the actual plant inputs

y" (t), as

Ltt 
n

Llc +

Att, +

Fig. 3.2: Additive faults.

ui (t¡ = ur.(t) + Lur'(t)

ui, U) = u ¡,t Q) - Ltt n, Q)

y' (t) = y(t) - Ly(t)

where u(:,ulrt,urand y(t) are actuator's input, sensor input, plant

ontput. ui,ttir,,ui and y" (t) arethe corresponding true values.

The input-output relationship for the system with faults is

u'í,

+l
I u,,

Y

(3.2)

input and system

y(t) - Ly(t) =[t t,,rø>.y( ,,rø>]l:',,'ìr. 
o:::ll,l 

-l- s ,,,, (þ)Lu ,,(t)
.\l(ó) L "¡ ' '

= lul (ó)u(r) + ÌuI , (þ)Lur.(t) - lut ,, (þ)a,u,,,(r) + S,,,.. (þ)r\u,,(r)

(3 3)

wlrere lulr(ó)is the actuator's input-or,rtpr:t transfèr tunction. Mr,(Ó)is the sensor

input-output transfer finction and S,,,.. (þ) is the plant-fault transfer function.

Plant
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Defining p(t) as a combined vector of additive faults:

p(t) =lnu[.(t)1-Lu , Q)l tu?,,çt¡l nyt çt¡]t

Also, S,, (ó) as the combined fault transfer function:

5,, (ó) = ltuI r,(Ø) | þl r, (ó) | S r,, (ø) | Il,
where 1is the identity matrix. Therefore, we will have

y(t) = M (ú)u(t) + 5,, (þ) p(t)

Nor,v we consider the additive disturbance and noises and

(3.5)

temporarily ignore the faults.

(3.4)

Fig. 3.3: Additive disturbances and noises.

on the plant. The following noises are also possible:The additive disturbances q(r) act

1 . Input actuator noise år, (t)

2. Input sensor noise 6u,r,, (t)

3. Plant noise 6ur(t)

4. Output sensor noise äy(r)

Thus,

tti, çr¡ = ur. (t) + 6u,. (t)

ttir, (t) = tt,r, (t) - rfu,, (t)

y" (f) = y(r) - 6y(r)

(3 6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Plant
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Similarly we can relate the input and output of the system by the following relation:

y(t) = M(þ)u(r) + 5,,(þ)q(r) + S, (ó)v(t) ,

where v(t) is the combined vector of additive noises.

v(r) = lâu[ çr) | -õttr ,,t (r) | õuL r (t) I õyT (t)]''

S ,r(ó) is the disturbance transfer function and .S, (ø)

S,, (ø) = UvÍ ( (û) | lul ,,,(ø) I .S,,, (ø) | I) ,

rvhere S,,,u (/) denotes the plant-noise transfèr ftrnction.

(3.e)

(3.10)

is defined as:

(3.11)

(3.r2)

Finaliy. if additive faults. disturbances and noise are present simultaneously, which is

normally the case, then the input-output relationship becomes

y (r) = ùr (þþt (t) + S, (þ) p (r) + S, (ú) q (t) + S r (þ)v (t)

3.4 Multiplicative Fault, un¿ Disturbances

Consider the system modelled by Eq.(3.l).If lvI" (ó) ís the actual transfer function of the

physical system, then

M" (ø) = M(ø) + LM(ø), (3.13)

where NUt(ø) is the discrepancy between the model and the true system. Equation (3.13)

repl'esents two conceptually different situations:

1. The discrepancy may reflect a parametric fault. In this case, it is the plant that has

deviated from its earlier normal behavior, which was properly represented by the

model.

2. The discrepancy may reflect a modeling error. This may be constant and present ever

since the implementation of the algorithm. The error may simply be the inaccuracy of

some parameters, due to perhaps identification inaccuracies, or the result of the

approximation of a higher order plant with a lower order model. Another possible

source of modelling error is the approximation of a nonlinear plant w'ith a linear

model. In this case the inaccuracy depends on tire operating point and thus may vary

,'vith time.
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We will assume. for the sake of simplicity, that the model discrepancy Llú(ø) is not a

function of time. Though this may not be completely true, certainly the variations of the

model. if any, are much slo'uver than those of the variables.

The input-output relationship (3.1) is valid for the actr.ral transfer function M"(þ)

which is not always entirely knor,vn:

y(t) = lu[' (þ)u(r) = lvt (þ)u(t) + Llut (þ)u(t)

Herethelastterm NV(þ)u(t),istheeffectof themodeldiscrepancy.If LM(þ) canbe

decomposed as NVo(þ)+NVr(/), so that the first matrix represents the pararnetric

faults and the second the modelling errors, then (3.14) can be further written as

y(t) = Ìur @)u(t) + NVI ,,(þ)"(t) + Nv ,'(ó)u(t) (3. l 5)

Though the model discrepancy terms Appear additively, they differ from the additive fault

and disturbance terms in Eq. (3.12) in an important way. The additive faults and

disturbances are variables, and their coefficients in the input-output equation are time-

invariant transfer functions. In contrast, the parametric faults and model errors are

parameter matrices, and their coefficients in the input-output equation are variables. This

is the reason why we consider the model discrepancies as multiplicative.

We now examine model discrepancies within the context of underlying parameters.

One of the difficulties in handling model discrepancies is that the transfer function matrix

usually has a large number of elements and each one may be accompanied by a separate

scalar discrepancy. A significant simplifìcation may be achieved if all model elements

can be deduced from a small set of underlying parameters. Such underlying parameters

are the parameters of a first principle characterization of the plant, and usually have direct

physical meaning, such as resistance and heat transfer coefficient. Faults and modelling

errors or uncertainties may f,irst concern these underlying parameters and then propa-qate

to the transfer function or state-space model.

Consider a set of underlying parameters 0 =10,...0,f'', with uncertainty

69=l\g1...L0,lt. The transfer function lvt(ø) is a function of the 0 vector, i.e.,

M@,Ø. The underlying parameter values, which yield the model frf @). are denoted as

á'. Then LM(ó) can be approximated as

(3.14)
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Nut(ø) =ltut *(ó)L0o
k=l

where

.,\ ôlvl(Ó,e)
ivt 6ç\Q) = --;;- 1,,_o'

oat
k =1....v

(3.16)

(3.t7)

Note that, in general, the transfer function parameters are nonlinear functions of the

underlying parameters. Therefore the accuracy of the approximation Eq. (3.16)

deteriorates as the deviation from the model values grows.

With the above approximation, the model discrepancy term in Eq.(3.14) is written as

vv

Nur@)u(t) = tI Mkk(ø)LekfuQ¡ =llu"(ø)u(t)l\2k (3. l 8)
k=l

AM(ó)u(r) = N(I)LO

where

N(r) = lM?,(þ)u(t) M0r(Ø)u(r) tul ?r(þ)u(t).....tvÍ0,.(ó)"(r))

and Ad = l\ît, L7r,....L7,fr

(3.1e)

Now assume that the underlying parameter vector can be decomposed as

0 =le''ì l0[r]', so that discrepancies in the first group represent parametric faults r,vhile

those in the second represent modelling errors. Then, with the appropriate decomposition

N(r) = INF (/) | N, (r)]

NUf@)u(t)= AM o@)u(t)+ LM D@)u(t) = NFG)L?o * NoQ)L?, (3.20)

The above equation can be incorporated into the input-output relationship (3.I2)

y(t)=M(þþt(r)+5,,(þ)p(r)+N,.(r)L?o+5,'(þ)q(r)+l/r(t)L?,,+5,(þ)v(t) (3.21)

This latter equation integrates the model discrepancy efïects r.r'ith the additive fàtrlt.

disturbances and noise effects. By expressing them interms of the underlying parameters'

the model discrepancy effects become formally similar to the eff-ects of additive far"rlts

and disturbances which actvia entry nratrices. However, the multiplicative faults. 49,.,

and disturbances, A,0,.,, are still constants with time-varying coefficient matrices N,. (/)
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and ND(r), while the additive faults, P(r), and disturbances, q(t), are variables, with

time-invariant transfer function coefficients S,, (/) and S, (/) .
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4 F undamentals of R.esidual Generation

The basic idea of analytical redundancy is the comparison of the actual behavior-rr of the

monitored plant to the behaviour predicted on the basis of a mathematical plant model. In

other words, the plant observations are checked for consistency with the mathernatical

model. The outcomes of the consistency checks are quantities called residr-rals. These

residuals are nominally zero. They become nonzero as a result of faults, disturbances,

noise and modelling errors (Gertler, 1998). The residuals are thenanalyzed to arrive at a

diagnostic decision. Thus, any diagnostic algorithm which utilizes anal¡ical redundancy

consists of two parts: (i) the residual generator, and (ii) the decision-maker.

In most practical situations, fault diagnosis needs to be performed in the presence of

disturbances, noise and modelling errors. These interfere with the diagnosis of faults and

may lead to false alarms or mis-classification of faults; therefore, the diagnostic

algorithm needs to be made insensitive to the disturbances. Such techniques should be

employed to suppress the effècts of noise and maintain sufficient sensitivity rvith respect

to faults.

4.1 Residual Generator

Residuals are quantities which are nominally zero. They become nonzero in response to

faults, disturbances, noise and modelling enor. Residuals are generated from the

observation of the monitored plant. The residual generator is a linear discrete dynamic

algorithm acting on the observables. Its general form is

r(r) =V(ô)u(t)+tTr(þ)y(t) (4'1)

where r(¡) is the vector of residuals, and, V(þ)and tV(þ)are transfer fìrnction matrices

that relate input and outplrt vectors to the resiclual vector, respectively. However the
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above equation is not necessarily a residual generator. To qualify, it has to return zero

residuals in the absence of no far-rlts, disturbances, noise and modelling error i.e.,

v (þ)u(t) + tv (þ)M (þ)u(t¡ = s (4 )\

where y(t)=fut(þ)u(t) denotes the nominal input-output relationship without faults,

disturbances and noise. From Eq. @.2) we will have,

v(ø) = -t4/(ø)M(ø) (4.3)

Thus, the general residual generator can also be r.vritten as

r(r) =wr(þ)ly(t) - tut(þ)u(t) I (4.4)

Equations (4.1) and (4.4) are the cornputational fbrms of the generic residural generator.

Snbstituting term ' y(t) - M(þ)u(t) ' from Eq. (3.21) in Eq. (4.4) one gets

r(t) = w(ú)ls 
',(ú)p(t) 

+ N ,,(t)L?o *j, (þ)q(r) + N ,,(r)L?, * s" (t)v(t)l (4.5)

Equation (4.5) shows how the residuals depend on the faults, disturbances and noises.

Figure 4.1 shows the internal form of the residual generator.

,{.dditive Faults

Disturbances Residuals

Noises

Parametric Faul todelhng Error

Fig. 4.1: Internrl form of resiclual generator.

4.2 Detection Properties of the Residual Generator

Ideally, the residuals should only be affected by the faults. However, the presence of

disturbances, noises and modelling errors also causes the residuals to become nonzero

and thus interferes with the detection of faults. Therefore, the residual generator needs to

be designed so that it is minirnally affected by these nuisance inputs. Robustness is

perhaps the most important requirement in residual generation. Much of the etlort in

designing residual generators goes into achiev'ing suffìciently robttst residtral

Residual
Generator
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performance. The approaches to the th¡ee classes of nuisance inputs are somewhat

different. This is primarily due to the differences in their temporal behaviour.

4.2.1 Additive Distu rbances

Additive distr-rrbances are usually slow. Their temporal behaviour or frequency spectrum

is similar to those of the additive faults. Therefore robust residr"ral generation can only be

achieved by explicitly decoupling the residuals from such disturbances. That is, the

residual generators need to be designed so that the residuals are unaffected by the

disturbances. As will be shown later, this can be done exactly if the number of

disturbances is small, while only approximate decoupling is possible if this is not the

case. Usually de-coupling is designðd by considering the disturbances as completely

unknown, that is, no particular temporal behaviour is assumed. The coeffìcients of

additive disturbances are time-invariant transfer function matrices, therefore the residual

generator may also be time-invariant. Thus, the design may be performed completely

offline.

4.2.2 Multiplicative Disturbances

Multiplicative disturbances or modelling errors usually also slow. The modelling error

itself is either permanently present, or arises as a result of variations of the operating

point. The temporal behaviour of the modelling error effect is thus primarily determined

by the coefficient of the modelling error, which is the plant input. The frequency range of

the modelling error effects partially overlaps that of the faults. Thus, it is desirable to

achieve explicit decoupling from the multiplicative disturbances as rvell. In fact,

robustness in the face of modelling errors is the most significant of the robustness

problems.

If the modelling errors are expressed directly in terms of the transfet' tìrnction or the

state-space model, the great number of affected parameters usr-rally precludes any

effèctive clecoupling. if it is possible to represent the model unceftainty in terms of a

limited number of underlying parameters, robust design may be feasibie. The linear
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approximation of the error propagation may somewhat compromise the accuracy of

decoupling. The coeffìcients of the multiplicative far-rlts are time-varying, so the residual

generator designed for modelling error robustness has to be time-varying as well. We

may say that the residual generator design is performed partially on-line.

4.2.3 Noise

Usually noise has zero mean and is usually in a higher frequency range than faults and

disturbances. Also its statistical distribution is at least partially known or assumed.

Therefore, instead of explicit decoupling, one or both of the following techniques are

applied:

L The residr-rals are hltered, usuallf by lorv-pass filters, to reduce the etfects of noise

without significantly altering those of the faults.

2. The residuals are threshold tested, instead of simply checking for nonzero values.

The threshold values may be determined by statistical considerations, on the basis of the

known or assumed noise statistics. Alternatively, they may be obtained experimentally. In

the latter case, they may cover not only the noise effects but also the modelling errors,

which are otherwise unaccounted for. Ideally, the selection of thresholds is guided by a

pre-specified trade-off between false alarms and missed detections.

The ease or difficulty of the implementation of statistical tests depends on the way

that the noises propagate to the residuals. It is desirable that the noise-to-residual transfer

function be of a moving average type. It is even more advantageous if the residual

sequence in response to white noise input is also white.

4.2.4 Fault SensitivifY

The fault sensitivity of the residuals is an important performance characteristic of the

residual generator. While other measures of sensitivity are also possible, r.ve will

introduce here the triggering limit. the value of a particular far-rlt which brings a particular

resiclual to its threshold, provided that no other faults and nuisance inpttts are present.
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Assume that k, is the threshold forthe residual r,. The response of the same residual to a

fault p,(l), with no other faults or nuisance inputs present is

r,(t I p ¡) : wj (þ)S ,¡(ú) n,G) ,

rvhere *i @ is the i'r'rorv of lTr(þ) and Su(/) is the jtt'column of So (Ðin Eq. (a.5).

Obvior-rsly, r,(tlp,) is a time-function, which depends 6n p.t(t). To be more specifrc,

rve choose a unit-step function e(r) for p,G) and consider the response in steady-state.

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

Thus,

l$r,Ct I p),,", =lw! (þ)Sr¡(Ðl,"=,

The triggering limit ?, will be

n==k''u Lri @)Sr¡(Ðla=,

Obviously, a smaller triggering limit signifies greater fault sensitivity.

In many cases, the nominal value of the fault is known. Thus, sensitivity may be

charucteúzed by the ratio of the nominal-fault residual response to the th¡eshold,

assuming steady-state or other well-defined gain of the fault-to-residual transfer'

Denoting the nominal fault sizes as p"¡, àfld working with the steady state gain, this ratio

is

, _ p:lu,l @)s Fj@)lø=t (4.s)>,,-T
tL,

It is desirable that the above ratio be slightly above one for all faults in all equations.

Clearly, a ratio smaller than one signifies that the nominal fault does not bring the

residual to its threshold while a ratio much larger than one indicates that even a very

small fault may result in th¡eshold crossing.

While fault sensitivities may be influencecl by the filtering of the residuals, their ratio

within a particular equation is f,rxed. Thus, the spread of the 4,, ratios rvithin an eqttation

is an important measure of the detection quality of that equation. This spread will be

characterized by the sensitivity condition of the equation, def,rned as
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4.2.5 Modelling Robustness

Modelling error robustness may be quantified in a r,vay similar to fault sensitivity,

provided the modelling error is expressed in terms of underlying parameters. Defining the

limit model error as the error in a particular underlying parameter that will bring a

particular residual to its th¡eshold with no other model error or other unknown input

present. The response of 4 (r) to a model enor Ad, is

r(r I L0,) = wl (ø)n jQ)Le j
Thus the limit error is

u,,(t\ = ,= 
r'

r " wi @)n,(r)

Higher limit error signifies lower sensitivity to model errors, that is, better robustness.

Notice that tl-re denominator in Eq. (4.12), and thus the limit elror, are functions of time,

i.e., it depend on the plant input.

4.3 Isolation Properties of the Residual Generator

In order to have a robust detection property, the residual generator needs to be designed

to support the isolation of faults. As pointed out earlier. isolation ah,vays requires a vector

of residuals. To facilitate fault isolation, the residual vector needs to have distinctive

properties ancl unique characteristics of particular faults. Residual vectors designed witli

this objective in mind are referred to as enhanced residuals. There are two fundamental

residual enhancement approaches: (i) directional residuals, and (ii) structured residttals.

Directional residuals are designed such that, in response to a particular fault, the residual

vector is confìned to a fault-specific straight line. Structured residuals are the simplest
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form of residuals; however they are designed such that each residual responds to a

different subset of faults and is insensitive to others. When a particular fault occurs, some

of the residuals respond and others do not.

With strr-rctr-rred residuals, threshold tests are applied separately to each element of

the residual vector, The outcome of the test applied to residual 1(r) is a binary variable

[o rf lr,Q)l < k,
e,(ù=l- 'l''/t, t i=\,.....,n (4.13)-t\'' lt ,"f lr,(t)l>k,

The vector e =le,¡......;tn]r is the fault code or signature. In this case, fault isolation

amounts to comparing the actually obtained fault code to a pre-defined set of codes.

The fautt codes are determined by the structure of the fault transfer matrix

lfl(ó)5,-(ó) A minimum requirement for structured isolation of single faults is that for

each fault r,vhich is large enough to exceed its triggering limit for each residual, and with

no other far-rlt and nuisance input present, the fault code returned is different and nonzero.

A residual set possessing the above property will be referred to as weakly isolating.

4.4 Computational Froperties of the Generator

An important issue in the design of residual generators is the on-line computational

procedure involved. On-line computations are always carried out on samples of the

observable plant inputs and outputs. The residual generator usually is computationally

auto regressive-moving average (ARMA), which means that the actual on-line

computations are finite, but the residuals effectively reflect an infinite series of plant

input and output values. It is r,vorthwhile to design the generator to be computationally

moving average (MA).According to the Eqs. (4.1) and (4.4), this requires that both

lIr(þ)and V(þ) = -14/(ø)M(ø) be moving average transfer functions. With such a design,

the residuals are obtained from the inputs and outputs through a finite sliding window.

With regards to on-line computations, dealing with multiplicative faults and disturbances

is more expensive than handling additive ones. Usually decoupling techniques are less

expensive than approximate ones which involve some kind of optimization at each on-

line sample.
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4.5 Stability of the Residual Generator

The residr-rals obtained from the generator need to be bounded at all times. It is reasonable

to assume that the signals arising forrn the physical plant are bounded.

Residuals

Fig.4.2: Physical setup of the physical plant.

Thus bounded residuals require that the residual generator be bounded-input bounded-

output (BIBO) stable. Figure 4.2 shor,vs a typical set-up of the physical plant, with

controller and residual generator. As far as the control system is concerned, both the

measured and the unknown inputs of the plant act as disturbances. The controller is

designed such that it guarantees a finite closed-loop response to both the reference input

and the disturbances, even if the plant itself is unstable. The bounded signal assumption is

therefore reasonable in any physically functional system.

For the generic residual generator given by Eq. (4.4), fhe BIBO stability requirement

has to be satisfied for both Wr(þ)and 'ty(ú)M(ø). if the generator is computationally

moving average, BIBO stability follo,,vs naturally. For ARMA generators. If'(/) has to be

so chosen rhat it is stable itself and stabilizes W(ø)lvl(ø). The latter requires the

cancellation of any unstable poles M(þ) may have. This can be done without the r-rsttal

risks that pole-zero cancellation carries in controller design becattse the residual

generator is not in the loop and because it is designed with the plant model ilI(ø), which

Conuoller

Residual

genefator
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generator is not in the loop and because it is designed with the plant model M(ø), which

is knolvn exactly, in contrast to the real plant transfer function M" (ú) which is not

known.

4.6 Observer-Based Residual Generation

The overall procedure of fault detection by state estimation (observer or Kalman hlter)

consists of the following two steps:

l. generation of residuals by state estimation, and

2. evaluation of the residuals by a decision logic.

The purpose of residual generation vi4 state estimation is to reconstruct the outputs of the

process with the aid of observers or Kalman filters. Usually fault detection and isolation

techniques incorporating residual generation are classified as either:

1. parity equation residual generation. or

2. observer-based residual generation.

We will deal with observer-based residual generation methods, as this is the primary

objective of this ,uvork. Observer-based residual generation methods can be further

classified into linear observer-based residual generation and nonlinear observer-based

residual generation.

4.6.1 Linear Observer-Based Residual Generation

There are different approaches toward the design of a linear observer for residual

generation based on different aspects of needs and system dynamics. The Unknown Input

Observer, Eigenstructure Assignment and Detection Filter schemes are some well-known

methods of residual generation. The unknown input observer design as proposed by

Viswanadham and Srichander (1987) and Hou and Muller (1992). consists of

transforming the system eqr,rations so that the state observer can be divided into two parts:

one part that can be clirectly obtained frorn the measurements. and another part consisting

of the states that have to be estimated. A reduced-order observer can be designecl to



estimate these states, and the observer gains are so selected that they decouple the

observer dynamics from the unknown inputs. Hou and Muller (1991) extended the

unknown input observer (UIO) to systems whereby the unknolvn input enters the

measurement equation. The unknown input method of residual generation can also be

implemented using the generalized observer scheme as described by Frank et al. (Patton

et al., 1989).

patton and Chen (1991) demonstrated the use of eigenstructure assignment in FDI.

Both left and right eigenvector assignment may be used to produce robust residuals that

maintain a fixed direction in the output elror space. Yuksel et al. (1971) proposed

algorithms for linear observers for index-invariant uniformly observable time-varying

linear f,rnite-dimensional multivariable systems. The results obtained indicated that

asymptotic estimators can be employe$ in optimally designed regulators'

The detection filter (DF) approach to the residual generation problem was first

proposed by Beard (lg7l) and Jones (1973). In this scheme, an observer is designed such

that in the presence of faults the residual vector in the output space lies in a well-defined

direction that corresponds to and allows for the identif,rcation of the fault that has

occurred. This approach was later extended by many researchers. For example,

Massoumnia (1986) reformulated the detection filter problem using a geometric

approach. White and Speyer (1987) adopted a spectral approach. The approach considers

the eigenvalue and eigenvector problem directly, without requiring the selection of a

generator vector as in Beard's method. The main limitation of this method, however, is

that the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of both the cletection and the completion spaces

must be specified simultaneously.

4.6.2 l{onlinea r Observer-Based Resid ual Generation Methods

The approach adopted in this thesis is based on a nonlinear observer. The methods

discussed in the previous section were for linear systems, which may not work properly

for systems having nonlinearities. Hence, some authors stlch as Hengy and Frank (1986)

and Seliger and Frank (1991) have proposed resiclual generation schemes that use the

theory of nonlinear observers. Seliger and Frank (1991) proposed a nonlinear unknown
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disturbance or unknown inputs. Hengy and Frank (1986) presented a scheme for

detecting and isolating faults in a specific component of a complex system using a

nonlinear observer. Yu et al. (1994) proposed a nonlinear observer for a bilinear system

r,vith unknown inputs. In this thesis, the approach by Rajamani (1998) is adopted and w'ill

be discussed in detail.

Rajamani (1998) developed an observer fbr a Lipschitz nonlinear system described

by

i = Ax + <Þ(x, zr) I
l=Cx )

where (Þ(x, a) is a Lipschitz nonlinearity with a Lipschitz constant y , i.e.,

llo(', a) - o(î, ¿/)ll < /lF - ql

i = Ax + Q(x,tt) + bf (x,u)0 
Ì

/=Cx )

The observer is assumed to be of the following form:

2=Az+@(z,u)+Lly-Czl

The estimation enor dynamics is given by

e = * - à = (A- LC)e + [iÞ(x,z) -Q(z,u)]
If

l.^,..(o\y < "'""-'' 2)"'"'(P)

where (A - LC)t P + P(A - LC) = -Q , then Eq. (4.16) yields an asymptotically stable

estimator for the system in Eq. (4.14).

Rajamani and Hedrick (1995) further extended the above nonlinear observer. They

considered the class of nonlinear dynamical systems described by

(4.r4)

(4. r 5)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.l8)

(4.te)

where xeR", !€Rn',0eRP,.f , R" -+R'*/@:.R" -+ R", b cR""',CeR"''" '

If
1) There exists a positive definite symmetric matrix P such that

bt'P=Ct (4.20)

a.lJ+



2) O (..) and f (..) are Lipschitz in x with Lipschitz constants /, ffid /r, r€spectively,

for all -r,i e R", i.e.,

llo(x, a¡ - o(i, u)ll < y,ll' - tll

llf (*, ") - f (i, r)ll < y,ll' - ;ll

3) The vector of unknown parameters d is bounded in the following sense

llell= v' (tl ) 1\

4) A gain matrix L can be chosen such that

t, r 1,","(Q)
Tt + ltlzllóll <;l- 922)2)"'"'(P)

where Q is a positive definite symmetric matrix satisfying the Lyapunov equation

(A- LC)r P + P(A- LC) - -Q (4.23)

Then, the following nonlinear observer can be proposed:

2 = Az + Þ(2,t) + bf (z,u)O + Lly - Czl (4.24)

Ål
0 = 1 f (z,u)r ly - Czl (V , O) Ø.2s)

u/
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5 Statistical Methods for F ault Ðetection

Techniques for fault detection that take into account the existence of error in the process

variables and coeff,icients can be implemented separately or in conjunction w'ith

techniques which ignore the error. To make correct decisions in the face of uncertainty,

the analyst must be able to choose rationally from among alternatives. Hence, as random

errors exist in nearly all process measurements, sound decision-making requires a variety

of skills on the part of the analyst.'The objective of the analysis may be to test a

hypothesis, to develop a suitable relationship among variables, or to discriminate amorlg

possible faults. However, no matter r,vhat the objective of the measurements and

subsequent analysis is, the tools of analysis, to a large extent, make use of the discipline

of statistics.

5.1 Hypothesis Testing

In hypothesis testing, one tests a hypothesis, H u, against one or more alternate

hypotheses (Ht, H2,...) that are spelled out or implied. For example, the hypothesis

H,,might be that p=10; two alternate hypotheses might be H,:p>10. and

H,: ¡t < 10. Similarly, the hypothesis to be tested might be that there is no fault in a

process as compared r,vith the alternate hypothesis that there is a far-rlt. Suppose we knorv

tlreprobability density function, p@), for an estimate á, which is an unbiased estimate

of 0 . We assume that the representation of the random variable A AV p@l is correct,

and that the ensemble value of á is 0,,. We ask the following question: if we presume as

trtre the hypothesis that 0 = 0,,,by how much must á differ from 0,, before we reject the

hypothesis because it seems to be wrong?
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Fig. 5.l: Regions of lejection and acceptance for a irnmetric hypothesis test

,(Himmelblav, | 97 8; p.6 I ).

helps to answer the question. If the hypothesis 0 = 0,, is true, E{e} =á., as is

in the figure. The probability that the value of á would be equal to or less than

,

P{0<0rI= [rfe>ae=9

and, because of symmetry

p{0>0 -)= | pteVe=A
^I --

!v.-
2

(5.1)

(5.2)

To reach a decision concerning the hypothesis, we select a value of d , which is termed

the level of significance for the test, before collecting the sample. a is selected to be

small enough so that the user regards it quite improbable that 0 will exceed the selected

value of 0. o or be less than 0". For example, a might be 0.04 or less. Once the sample
t-- 

2

is collected and á is calculated, if â is larger than 0,_i or smaller than 0". the
!:

hypothesis is rejected. Otherwise, it is accepted. The range of values of 0 for which the
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hypothesis is rejected is called the region of rejection, while the range of 0 for which the

hypothesis is accepted is called the region of acceptance.

The test described above is a two-sided test. A one-sided test can be based on either

á b.ing greater than some 0,-o, wirh the hypothesis d = 0,,beíngrejected if á is greater

than 0,-o, or on 0 being less than 0o . Rejecting the hypothesis does not mean

immediately soLurding an alarm. but instead calls for a careful examination of the

experimental procedure and clata to ascertain if anything went wrong with the collection

of measurements or the instrumentation. Investigation into the causes of defects in the

method of procedure can be most rewarding.

The simplest structure for testing is to imagine that a dichotomy of states exist for a

random variable:

1. H ,,: x is the true state of the random variable (the null hypothesis).

2. H,: x is not the true state of the variable (the alternate hypothesis).

For example, hypothesis 11,, states that the ensemble mean of a process variable has not

changed, while H, states that the process mean has changed.

In hypothesis testing, a decision is made as follows. Based on the assumption that the

null hypothesis is true. if the statistic calculated from the random experimental sample

falls otrtside the region of acceptance, the null hypothesis, H,,, is rejected and H, is

accepted. Otherwise, .Ë1,, is accepted and 11, rejected.

Two types of errors can be distinguished in testing a hypothesis:

1. An error of the first kind which is caused by rejecting the hypothesis when it is true,

causing a false alarm.

2. An error of the second kind which is caused by not rejecting the hypothesis when it is

false, i.e., not car"rsing an alarm when a fault exists. It is normally called a missing

alarm.

Which probability is to be optimized depends on the process. its instrumentation and the

costs of each decision. Thus the probabilities of any process being monitored can be

classitied in four ways:

l. the probability of calling a good process good,
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2. the probability of calling a good process faulty,

3. the probability of calling a faulty process faulty, and

4. the probability of calling a faulty process good,

Sequential probability ratio tests are very powerful hypothesis tests in statistics. One of

the sequential probability ratio tests, sequential test of Wald, is discussed in the next

section.

5.2 Sequential Test of Wald

Sequential analysis is a method of statistical inference whose characteristic feature is that

the number of observations required by the procedtre is not determined in advance of the

experiment. The clecision to terminate'the experiment depends at each stage on the results

of the observations made previously (Wald, 1947). A merit of the sequential method, as

applied to testing statistical hypotheses, is that test procedures can be constructed which

require, on the average, a substantially smaller number of observations than equally

reliable test procedures based on a predetermined number of observations. The sequential

probability ratio test frequently results in a saving of about 50% in the number of

observations over the most efficient test procedure based on a fixed number of

observations.

In the theory of testing hypotheses, the number of observations. i.e., the size of the

sample on which the test is based, is treated as a constant for any particular problem. An

essential feature of the sequential test, as distinguished from the current test procedure, is

that the number of observations required by the sequential test depends on the outcome of

the observations and is therefore not a predetermined variable but a random one.

In the sequential method of testing a hypothesis H may be described as follows. A

rule is given for making one of the following three decisions at any stage of the

experiment:

1. To accept the hypothesis 11,

2. To reject the hypothesis É1

3. To continue the experiment bv makins an additional observatiorl.
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Thus, such a test procedure is carried out sequentially. On the basis of the first

observ'ation one of the above three decisions is made. If the first or second decision is

rnade, the process is terminated. If the third decision is macle, a second trial is performed.

Again, on the basis of the first tr,vo observations one of the three decisions is made. If the

third decision is made, a third trial is performed, and so on. The process is continued until

either the frrst or the second decision is made. The number of observations, n, required

by such a test procedure is a random variable, since the value of n depends on the

outcome of the observations.

For each positive integer value m , we shall denote by M ,,the totality of all possible

samples (:r,,...,x,,) of size m. We shall also refer to M,, asan m-dimensional sample

space. A rule for making one of the th¡ee decisions at any stage of the experiment can be

described as follorvs. The m -dimensional sample space is split into three mutually

exclusive parts: R,,,0, R,,,' and R,,,. After the first ObservatiOn 'v, has been dra'uvn, the

hypothesis H thatis being tested is accepted if x, lies in R,o. H is rejected if x, lies in

R,' or a second observation is made if x, lies in R,. If the third decision is made and a

second observation .r, drawn, l/ is accepted, rejected, or a third observation is drawn,

depending whether the observed sample (x,,x',) lies in R.,0 , Rr' , or R,.If (x,,xr) lies

in R, a third observation x, is drawn and one of the three decisions is made according to

where (x,,,x,,xr) lies. As can be seen a sequential test is completely defined by defining

the sets, R,,0, ,R,,', and R,,, for all positive integer values ¡ø. Since R,,,0, R,,,', and R,,,

are mutually exclusive and add up to the whole sample space Ìv[,,,, iT is sufficient to

define any two Of the SetS,R,,,0 , R,,t, and R,,,.Any one of the three SetS. R,,,0, R,,, 
l, 

and

R,,, consists precisely of all those samples which are not contained in the other two.

We shall call a sample (x,,...,x,,,) ineffective if it contains an initial segment

(ï¡ ,...,'r,,,,), where m'<lz, suchthat (x',...,x,i) lies in R,,,,0, orin ,?,,,'l' A sample which

is not ineffective will be said to be an effective sample. Clearly, for a sequential test

procedure we shall have an effective sample aT any stage of the experiment' Tht-ts, in
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defìning sets R.0, R,,r and R,,, we may disregard ineffective samples. In other words, it

is suffìcient to state in which of the sets R,,o , R,,,', and Ru, each effective sample

(n¡ ,..., -v,,, ) should be included, since ineffective samples cannot occur during the

sequential process.

The requirements regarding the tolerated risks are satisfiecl by the sequential

probabilityratiotestof strength (a,þ) fortestingthehypothesisthat 0=0,, againstthe

alternative that 0 = 9r . This sequential test is described belor.v.

Let x, ,x2,....,x,, be the successive observations on -r. The probability density of the

sample, x1,x.t,....and, r, is given by

t --l S,, -p ':por,= 
^ 

e 262/''-" -" if 0=0,
(2n¡i o"'

and by

r -+ s,- -o':
pln, = . e -o'fu'"r "" if e -_ el

(2n¡z o"'

The probability ratio Pt'' is compr-rted at each stage of the inspection. Additional
P,,N'

observations are taken as lons as

-)Ler't,r'
B<P,'='

Po,, -);Zr,r-e,f
e

Inspection is terminated with acceptance if

-:t>'Gr-e)'
Ptr, - 

€ rs 6t

e

lnspection is terminated with the rejection if

<A

(5.3 )

(s.4)

15 5\

<B

/1 1TI



-,1.-f 1r,.-0, )r?o'-nI'ln¡ (5.7)

(s.8)

(5.e)

(5. r 0)

can be achieved by adding

(5.9), and (5.10) and then

>A
P,,,, -;l:lt.,r-e,,¡

o

(1-ß\ ß
Approximate values of A and B are given by l:---rz and .:r , respectively;

d (l-a)

By taking the logarithms and simplif.ving inequalities (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), the following

relations will hold:

tn þ .t'-rt' ir, * !-reì -o,t).tnl- þ 
,

|-a o' uo=, ^ 20' d

o'--0" f r, * *, (oi - o,?\ sln þ 
,o' fr" 2o' l-a

and

ryI"o * !=reì -t,')>tnr- þo' ?-, " 2o' d

Further simplification in carrying out the test procedure

(- *)@j 
-0,t) to both sides of the inequalities (5.8),' 2o'" "

dividing these inequalities AV W. These operations transform the inequalities
o-

(5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) into

ot n þ **0,,*o, aFr,.-o'.tn|- þ**0,,+o'.
òr-0,"'l-o"" 2 -L"o -or-0,,"^ & 2 '

r",= ot n þ **o'*o'.
Z n o, -0,, l-a 2

and

i.r,= ot nl-þ**o'*o'
ã * o,-0, d 2

(5.11)

(s.12)

Using the inequalities (5.1l), (5.12), and (5.13), the inspection plan may be carried out as

follows. For each rn, compute the acceptance number

(s. 1 3)

6t 0 0,,+0,
cl =-ln *l7l-"' or-0,, l-o 2

Á)

(5. i4)



or r-ß 0..+0,ï...=-ln +m ""' o,-0" u 2

These acceptance and rejection numbers are best computed before inspection starts.

Inspection is continued as long as ctDt.Iro <ru,. At the first instance when l-r, does

not lie between a,,,, and r,,, inspection is terminated. The lot is accepted iff xo 3ct,,,

and the lot is rejected if Iro = 
r,, . As an example. consider the test proceclure carried

ont graphically as shown in Fig. 5.2. In this example 0,, =135, 0 :150,ø = 0.01.

þ =0.03 and o =25. The sampling inspection is terminated at m =20 'uvith the

acceptance of the lot.

(5.15)

Ê t^]IU 13 ¿v

Fig. 5.2: Graphical representation of Wald's test (Wald, 1947; p.120).

The number of observations, m, ís measured along the horizontal axis. The points

(m,on,) will lie on a straight line L,, and the points (m,ïn,) will lie on a parallel line I,.

We draw the parallel lines L,, and I, before inspection starts. The points (m,ix) ate
'k=l

plotted as inspection goes on. Inspection is continued as long as the plotted points

nl

(*,2*o ) lie between the lines I,, and 2,. Inspection is terminated at the first time
k=l

when tlre point (m,Ër-, does not lie between 2,, and Lt.Ifit lies on L,, or belorv the

lot is accepted, and if it lies on .1, or above the lot is rejected.

-. ,_> nl
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The common slope of the lines 1,,, and L, is given by

- 0,,*0,
S=-

2

The intercept of L,, with y -axis is equal to

.o=p
ll =-Ifl-" o,-0,, I-a
and the intercept of 1,, with the y -axis is given by

n2 1- ß
h. - --:- ln' '' 0,-0,, a

(5.16)

(s.t7)

(5. 1 8)
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6 Experimental Setup and Mathernatical Modelling

6.tr Experimentatr [Iydraulic Test Station

Figure 6.1 shows the experimental test rig on which all the expedments were perfonlecl.

The systern consists of a hydraulic pressure source and electro-hydlaulic propoltional

valves connected to a hydraulic cylinder by flexible hoses. The system can switch

between two different valves enabling to work in botli constant flow and constant

pressure operational modes.

An asyncluonolls 3700 Watt electrical motor drives the variable displacernent pump.

The output flow of the purnp can be set to a maximum flow rating of 28 litres pet'utiuute

at a norninal speed of 1800 rpm. The pump pressure can be continuously regulated up to

W¡iM*t

Fig.6.1:
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250 bar (3625 psi). The system works in either constant pressure or load sensing mode. It

can also be set to simply provide a constant flow regardless of the operating pressure.

The close-centre valve is a proportional valve with load sensing capability (Danfoss

PVG/PVEH model). The positioning of the valve spool is based on the pulse width

modulation principle. The reaction time of the valve from the neutral position to maximal

spool travel is rated at 120 msec.

The piston and rod-side areas of the actuator are 0.00114m2 and 0.000633nt2,

respectivel,v-. The actuator has a maximum stroke length of about 1m. For monitoring of

the supply pressure and the pressures at the both ends of the cylinder, three pressure

rransducers are installed and connected to the data acquisition board. The piston position

is obtained by an incremental encoder with a resolution of approximately 0.066mm. A

486 DX2l66 personal computer is used for sampling, which also performs all control

actions. Using this one-axis model of the hydraulic manipulator, one can focus on

problems r,vhich are exclusively related to the control of typical industrial hydraulic

actuators.

6.2 System Modelling

I Proportion¿rl valve 3 Pressure tltusducer
t Purnr: r"irh pressurc rcqttlator -l Inctemerrtitl encocler

46

Analog and Digital
Interface Board

Frg.6.2: Schernaric cLiagram of hvclraulic actLlatot'.



The governing

shown above in

nonlinear equations

Fig.6.2, are written

describing the fluid flow distribution in the valve.

in their simplest forms as follows (Menit, L967):

If -rr>0
If -r- <0

If t,t0
If r, <0

(extension)

(retraction)

(extension)

(retraction)

(6 1)

(6 2)

where Q, and Q,, represent fluid flows into and out of the valve, respectively, k¿ is the

metering coefficient, w is the orifice area gradient that relates the spool displacement

( x.n ) to the orifice area, P, is the pump pressure, P, *d Po are the line input and output

pressures. respectively, and P, is the return pressLlre.

Continuity equations for oil florv through the cylinder, neglecting the leakage flow

across the actuator's piston are:

l/ I vl

o, =' ''n' P, + A,*
p

V (r\
Q,, = -'-\! P,, + A,,*

RP

Q,-C,(P, - P,,) =ryÞ, + A,i

(6.3)

(6.4)

where A, and A,, are the piston effective areas. B is the effective bulk modulus, and (

and V,, are the volumes of fluid trapped at the sides of actuator. They can be expressed as

functions of actuator linear displacement.

V,(x) =7, + xA, (6'5)

V,,(*) =V,, - xA,, (6'6)

where V and V,,, ate the initial volumes trapped in the blind and rod sides of the

actuator. Continuity equations for oil flow thror-rgh the cylinder, considering the leakage

flolv across the actuator's piston are:

(6.1)
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c,(P, - P,,) - c 
"P,, - Q,, = -L9 P,, + A,,i

P
(6.8)

(6.e)

(6.10)

(6.rr)

(6.r2)

(6.13)

(6. r4)

16 l5l

r.vhere C¡ is the cross-port leakage coefficient of piston and Co is the external leakage

coefficient of piston. The relationship between the spool displacement, ru, , and the input

voltage, Lt , to the proportional valve can be expressed as a first-orcler differential

equatron.

-1
It=-.Y.,n*, f.,

K.,, K,n

where r and k,rare gains describing the valve dynamics.

Rigid body dynamic equations are:

P =(P,A, - PoAo)=mi+ f¿*

where ¡ø is the load. Defining the following state vectors

r = [r,,-ï,,f3,t., ]t = þ, 0,, p,,,x,n]'

and rearranging the differential equations as (for r,, > 0 );

I
ir = v = 1l--f,,x, + A,x, - A,,xrf

m

.ß
i^=P =L-l(k,ox,

- l/'

= Þ,, = !ln,,r, - k,,tÐx,
" t/'"'lrl

I

= *.r, =:luk-o - xof.T^,1

;
- þA,

f/

n,l
Pñ,t

4
0

Ai - 4,,

mm
00

,!l

Jw)

J

0

kt,

T

4B



7 Developrnent of FDI Scheme for EXydraulic Systern

7.1 Design of Nonlinear Observer

Assume that the system state x = [.t, ,)r, , r.i, r., ]7 of the dynamic model is to be estimated

by the state z =lz,z,,z,zr]7 . The state observer is

- -fu A¡ - 4,,

mmm
-ßÁr'-t o o

yi
nÅPnooo
'o

000

U'

ß ". r---
îLk¿al P' - rz Iyi
_n
-flkuøJxt - p,l

o

-1

Kr(x, - zr)

K,(x, - zr)

Kr(x, - zr)

Ko(x, - z,)

0

0

0
u-f

(7.1)

k

;

where K1,K.,,K3,K4 are gains of the observer,x'

and z, = û is the outpttt of the observer'

7 .2 Stability VerifTcation

7.2.1Basic Theory

In this section some general and useful conditions

stability for the class of observers described by the Eq.

AS

i=þ(x,u)=Ax+J'@,tt)

/=Cx

= v is the output of the actual system

are derived which guarantee the

(7.1). Consider a system described

(7.2)
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The ditterential equation of the observer forthe system shown above is presented as

2 = Az + -Í'(z,t) + K(y - Cz) Q'3)

Function /(..) describes the dynamic model of the system as rvell as the observer' It is

continuous in x and z , and satisfies the following Lipschitz condition:

ll-f G,ù - ,f (î,u)ll < Tllx -;ll x,i e R' Q'4)

rvhere y is a constant. The proof of the existence of y to satisfy condition (7.4) and the

formulation of the observer gain K is important because of the nonlinearity characteristic

of the observer model defined by the function /. It was shown by Rajamani and Hedrick

(1995) that if the observer gain matrix K is chosen such that:

, . 1^in(8) e.5)' 2l*o*(P) '

where À denotes the eigenvalues of matrices p and q that are positive definite, symmetric,

and satisfy the Lyapunov equation:

Ø- KC)r p + p(A- KC) = -q (7'6)

then the observer defined by Eq. (7.3) is stable.

7.2.2 Stability Proof

comparing Eqs. (6. l5) and (7 .2), one finds the following relations:

-fu 
Ai -4,, ommm

ßÅ

-t-'-t o o o
V

ßAI-"tt 0 0 0
V,,

0 0 0 -lT

/l-n-
(7.7)
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(7.8)

(7.e)

(7.1 0)

f (x,tr) =

0

Lat rl f, - J: lxr

[-42 V.Y] - P, Jx t
Ln.rl,

T

y if and only if

kr0

with a Lipschitz constant

'r;*lll='ll{l} {lll

(7.11)

7.3 Design of Observer Gains

K and q in Eq. (7 .6) are chosen by trial and error. Once K and q are chosen then, from Eq.

(7 .6), p is found. By using the inequality (7.5) the value of y is calculated. This value of

7 is then used to satisfy the ineqr.rality (7.11). It should be noticed that K and q must be

chosen properly to determine a proper ¡ (Lipschitz constant).

K : 1450 400 100 0.521r

lz o o oltll0 0.2 0 0 |q=l 
I'10 0 r 0l

L0 0 0 0.51
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[oool
I o g6.ogx lo2o 128.33 x 1o2o o 

IP=lo l28.33xro2o t7t.3gxlo2o oltlLo0ool
l,^*(q):0.05

7no*(P) =2'675 x 1022

/ = 9.346* 10-2t

It was found that this value of ¡ is very small. Further trial and error for the selection of

K and q will enable us to find a proper p, which will lead to a better 7 to satisff the

inequality (7.1 1).

7.4 Fault Detection Methodology

Once the residuals are generated by the nonlinear observer, they are evaluated using the

sequential test of Wald, also called the seqttential probability ratio test, which is very

useful in this research due to its characteristic feature that the number of observations

required is not determined in advance. The prirnary objective of Wald's test is to observe

the cleviation between the output process and its estimates obtained by the observer called

residuals or estimation errors. Both the system and observer output in this case are the

velocity.

Figure (7.1) explains the fault detection scheme used in this thesis.

Wald's Test

Fault detection

Fig. 7.1: Fault cletection methodology.
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In this context we face the situation where the analyzed values, i.e., the residuals, are

distributed with an unknow'n mean, 0 and a given standard deviation o'. From this point,

the sequential test development takes into account the following. .É1,, is the hypothesis

that the residual e under consideration is normally distributed with a mean 0,,. H, is the

hypothesis that the residual e is normally distributed with a mean 0,.In the sequential

test, the hypothesis that 0 = 0,, is tested against the altemative that 0 = 0,. Let

ë1,€t,....,e,,, be the successive observations on e. The probability density of the sample.

o¡,€t,...and e,,, is givenbY

I -; t;l{"r-a"\'
pnr, = ---)--, 

zo'ä if 0 = 0,,,
.; ilt

vîr )- o

or

I -J, it"r-e)=
pru, = --= 

e ro- Í-, if 0 = 0t.

(2n)t o"

The ratio Pt" ircomputed at each stage of the test.
P nn,

long as

--l-S,,, -p,:. / \-k 'l'

e ^-'

(7.12)

(7.r3)

Additional observations are taken as

(7.t4)

(7.1 5)

n.
B<t'u'-

n
f onl

<A
_ r_s,,. _o ,'

1-) L¿\-ù -n '
c

Inspection is terminated with acceptance if

_l_it"r_o,t'
Ptu, e -u k=l

fi= --'y-, =u
e "-'

Inspection is terminated with rejection if

- I S,,.-r.''
1-:L¿''t -t'

e "-'Pt,, -
P,,,, - -1..I t.,* -r,, ),1¡-t-1

>A (7.16)
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Approximate values of I and.B are given AV V un¿ Ê- , respectively, where ø' a (l-a)'

is the probability of false alarm (P,,) and p is the probability of missing alarm (P,r,),

i.e..

P,, : P fdecide H,l H,, is true]

Pr, : P [decide H 
"l 

H, is true]

By taking logarithms and siniplifying inequalities

tn þ .0, -ro, tr, * !=fei _o,t).tnl- þ
l-a o' ã" 2o'- d,

o'-o'fn, * *=(01 
-0,2\<ln þ

At L"o ' ZOt'-' -t / - --- 
l-A

and

o,-=0" ir, * !=rgì -0,=)>lnl- þ
O= /r"k ' 2O2 - A

(7.r7)

(7.18)

(7 .14), (7.15), and (7 .16)

(7.re)

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

/1 a 
^\

Further simplification in canying out the test procedure can be achieved by adding

(- m.)(0,i 
-e,t) to both sides of the inequalities (7.19), (7.20), and (7.27) and then' 2o-' '

dividing these inequalities AV 94. These operations transform inequalities (7.19),
o-

(7.20), and (7.21) into

o' n þ **o'*o'.f,,. o'^tnl-þ**0"*o'
0,-0."^l-a ' 2 ?o 

- 0r-0" d 2

ir,= o= m þ **t"!t'
fr r o,-0,, 1- a 2

'i o, = 
o' nl- þ * *o'! ot

?, - o,-0,, d 2

ot ß 0,,+0,
a =-lfl-*lll-"' 0r-0,, l-a 2

and the rejection number

By trsing the inequalities (7.22), (7.23), and (7.24), the inspection plan may be carried out

as follow's. For each rll compute the acceptance number

JA

(7.2s)



o' ,l-ß 0,,+0,f,,==---:ln ' +m " ' (7.26)"' 0,-0,, d 2

These acceptance and rejection numbers are best computed before inspection starts.

Inspection is continued as long as ctt,r.tuo <r,,. Once iro do., not lie between rl,,,
l=l k=l

and r,,,. inspection is tenninated. There is no fault if fer 3a,,. Fault is detected if
k=l

-lli
Lro>ro,. The points (m, e,,) will lie on a straight line L,, and the points (*, r,,) will
k=l

lie on a parallel line I, . The common slope of the lines 2,, and ¿r is given by

0"+0,
C=-

The intercept of L,, with y-axis is equal to

.02ß
,,- - 

- 

¡tr-" 0r -0u l-a

and the intercept of I, r,vith y-axis is equal to

, o2 ,l-ß
¡1, =-rir-' o,-0,, d
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I R.esults

8.1 Simulation Studies for Observer

The observer was first tested in simulations. Simulation tests included sensitivity of the

observer with respect to the changes in the model parameters.

8.1.1 Normal Operation

Observer results are shown for normal operation. The values of the parameters for system

and observer are as follows:

P,:100x105Pa

Pr:0

å:1600N/m/s

þ:5x10ePa

A¡= 0.002027m2

Ao:0.001520m2

Z¡ = 0'015m3

Vo= 0-015m3

m = 20.0kg

Figure 8.1 shows the control signal applied in simulations. Figure 8.2a shows both the

observed and the actual velocities during extension and retraction of the actuator with

different initial conditions. The values of initial conditions for the observer states ate v :

0.3m/s, Pi:2x l05Pa, Po:2xl05Pa and,Xrr= 0.001m. In Fig. 8.2athe observed and the

actual velocities converge asymptotically. In Figs. 8.2b and 8.2c both observecl and actual

pressure in and pressure out are shorvn with different initial conditions. Pressttre is higher

r: 0.033sec

k¿: O.}3¿mzrz¡ytzrz

w:0.02m

Kt:450
K2 :400

K: : 100

Kt:0.52

k o 
: 0.0016Im/V
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dr-rring retraction than extension. This is due to the fact that both sides of tl-re piston are

not eqr-ral. Dr.rring retraction. the lvorkirlg area of the piston is less, therefore' high

pressure is required to generate enough force to cause retraction. During extension, the

pressure is 3000kPa while during retraction, the pressure is 5000kPa'

8.1.2 SensitivifY AnalYsis

Observer sensitivitY

parameters. Results

follorvs:

Bulk Modulus

analysis is conducted with respect to the changes in the model

fortwoparameters,bulkmodultrsandfrictionafepresentedas

The effect of any change in the system's bulk modulus on the observer performance is

studied in simulations. When the bulk modulus is increased by a factor of 20, the

observed velocity is able to converge asymptotically to the system's output velocity' But

when bulk modulus is decreased by a factor of 20,the observed velocity cannot converge

within 0.5 sec to the output velocity of the system as shown in Fig. 8.3a'

Figures g.3b and 8.3c show the effects of increased and decreased bulk modulus of

the systern on observing the line pressures. The initial conditions for both the observer

and the s.Vstem are the Same. It is seen that the line pressures are more sensitive to any

change in the bulk modulus, particularly to the decreased bulk modulus' Figure 8'4 shows

the effects of increased and decreased bulk modulus of the system on observer bgt with

different initial conditions.

Viscous Friction

The effect of increased and decreased viscous friction on the performance of the observer

is also studied. Figure g.5a shows that when the value of viscous friction in the system is

increased by a factor of 5. there is a slight clifference between the observed and the actual

velocities. Figr-rre 8.5a shows that in the case of clecreasecl fì'iction, by a factor of 15' the
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observer's and the system's output velocities converge asymptotically. Any change in

fiiction has more impact on observ'ed pressures (see Figs. 8.5b and 8.5c). Observed

pressures are unable to converge asymptotically to the actual states. Figure 8.6 shorvs the

observer performance when the initial conditions for both the observer and the system are

different.

8.2 Simulation Studies for Fault Detection

Simulation studies are conducted for fault detection. Various faults, Iike cross-port and

external leakages from the cylinder, incorrect pump pressure, faults due to changes in

bulk modulus and sensor faults are studied. As discussed in Chapter 7, fault detection

strategy consists of residr,ral generatioî by using a nonlinear observer and evaluation of

the residuals by using the sequential test of Wald, to detect the occurrence of faLrlt. The

following values are chosen for Wald's test:

p :0.03

a :0.03

o:0.i
0,,:0'109

0r:0'06

In Fig. 8.7, two dotted lines show the thresholds computed by equations (7.25) and

(7.26), while the straight line is the cumulative sum of the residuals which is the

difference between observed and measured velocities. According to the criteria discussed

in Section 7.4. if the cumulative sum of the errors is belor,vthe upperthreshold, then there

is no fault. Figure 8.7 shows that there is no fault. Any.' fault will generate residuals that

arezero in this case. Figure 8.8a shows the occurrence of a fault. Fault has occurred due

to incorrect supply pressure, which caused the deviation between the actual and observed

velocity outputs of the system (The simulation model and the observer start with similar

initial conditions). The difference is accumulated and plotted against the two thresholds

(the dotted lines). Fault is detected r,vhen the cumulative sum of the residuals passes the

upper threshold at the l70tl' iteration. The time period between eacli iteration is
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0.001seconds. It should be noted that this fault is due to a30o/o increase in supply pump

pressure. Figure 8.8b shows the result when increased supply pressure fault is removed

after it is detected at 180'n iteration. The cumulative sum of the velocity errors enters in

the region of no fault. Figure 8.9 shows the result pertaining to a30%o decrease in supply

pump pressure fault. As can be seen. the fault is detected at the l90tl'iteration.

Fault detection for cross-port and external leakages are shovvn in Fig.8.10. The

valrres of the leakage coefficients, C¡ and Co are lx i0-e. Florv qr-rickly the leakage fault

can be detected depends r"rpon the quantity of the leakage. More leakage will caLrse

quicker detection of the fault.

In hydraulic applications, the bulk modulus of the liquid can change drastically due

to the addition of air to the lines. The detection of a fault caused by a change in bulk

modulus in the system is shown in Fig. 8.i1. The bulk modulus of the system is reduced

by a factor of 20, which affects the output of the system and causes the residuals to be

generated. With reference to Fig. 8.11, fault is detected at the 25th iteration due to the

cumulative sum of the residuals crossing the upper threshold.

Sensor malfunction causes the control algorithms to be ineffìcient; it is important to

detect a sensor fault promptly. Figure 8.12a shows the detection of the occurrence of a

fault when the.velocity sensor gain is increased by a factor of 1.4. Figure 8.12b shorvs the

detection of the occurrence of a fault when the velocity sensor gain is clecreased by a

factor of 1.4. This was accomplished by multiplying the position sensor reading by 1.4.
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t.* t 1: Control signal.
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8.3 trxperimental Studies for Observer

Figure 8.13 shows the control signal, which is positive and causes positive spool valve

displacement. Observer gains and other parameters are adjusted as follows:

P,:7687kPa

Pr:0

å: 1600N/m/s

þ: 5x l0ePa

l¡: 0.00114rn2

Ao:0.00063m2

V¡: 0.015m3

Vo= 0.015m3

m:20.0k9

Figure 8.14a shows the two points velocity regression during the extension of the

actuator. Velocity is quite noisy, which is not useful for further evaluation. For this

reason 20 points regression is used, (see Fig.8.l4b) which produced an appropriate

velocity profile. The time period between each iteration is 0.005 seconds.

Figure 8.15a shows both the output velocities from the observer and the real system

during normal operation. There is a slight difference between the observed and meastred

velocities. This is due to the fact that there is always a difference between the model of

the real system and the observer model. This difference, however should be minimized as

much as possible by accurate modelling and by choosing the gains of the observer

properly. Figure 8.15b shows the observed and measured input pressures. Observed

pressure converges to the measured pressure. Figure 8.15c shows the observed and

measured output pressures.

8.4 Experimental Studies for Fault Ðetection

Experimental studies r,vere also conducted for fault detection. Two cases of fatllts were

studied: (i) incorrect pump pressllre faltlt, and (ii) sensor fault.

r = 0.033sec

k¿= 0.032 mt''lkgt''

w:0.02m

,t, = 0.00161m/V

K¡: 410

Kz=L0xl0a

Kt: 1.0 x l0a

Kr: 0.5
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The values of Wald's test are as follows:

þ :0.02

a :0.02

o : 0.049

0,,: o-148

0r:0.121

Fig.8.16 shows the resr-rlt of fault detection when the system is under normal operation.

Trvo dotted lines show the upper and lower thresholds. The cumulative sum of the

residuals, that is, the difference between the measured and observed velocities, is the

solid line which lies between the two thresholds. Since the cumulative sum of the

residuals is not crossing the upper threshold, no fault is detected and the system is

considered to be working in o norrníl operational mode. By comparing Figs. 8.7 and

8.16, it is seen that the cumulative sum of the residr-rals is zero in the simttlation, wltereas,

it is not zero during the experiment. This is believed to be due to the difference betlveen

the values of the parameters used in the observer and those belonging to the actual

system. Therefore, residual generation occurs even during the normal operation of the

experimental system. Nevertheless, as long as the cumulative sum of the residuals is

below the upper threshold, there is no fault and the system is considered to be working

normal.

When the pump pressure drops due to a fault from a normal operating pump pressure

of 7687kPa (* 1i00psi) to 6357kPa (= 900psi) (see Fig. 8.17a), the cumulative sum of

the residuals crosses the upper threshold at the 700t1' iteration, confirming the occurrence

of the fault. Figure 8.17b shows the performance of the fault detection techniqtte rvhen

the pump pressure is dropped from7687kPa (=1100psi) to 5667kPa (=800psi). The

fault is detected earlier as compared to the first case.

Figures 8.17c, LlTd and 8.17e show the detection of the faults rvhen the supply

pressure drops to 4964kPa (x700psi), 4309kPa (= 600psi) and 3585kPa (= 500psi),

respectively. It should be noted that the greater the pump pressure fault, the sooner the

detection of the fault. Figure 8.18 shows the position sensor fault detection (sensor gain is

decreased by a factor of 1.3). The fault is detected at the l00tr' iteration.
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9 Conclusions

The achievements of this research are two-fold: (i) employing a nonlinear observer for

the class of electro-hydraulic servo-positioning systems, and (ii) incorporating the

sequential test of Wald to detect the occurrence of a fault. A nonlinear observer is

proposed based on the Lipschitz class of nonlinear equations. The observer is driven by

the input signal and the output state of the system, which is the velocity. The observer

also estimates the other states such as the line pressures. The residuals are taken from the

difference of the measured and the o6served velocities and are further evaluated by the

sequential test of Wald to detect the occurrence of a fault.

Since the nonlinearity in the system under investigation comes from the valve flow

equations, it was convenient to develop a nonlinear observer. Simulation studies were

conducted to observe the sensitivity of the observer with respect to viscous friction and

bulk modulus changes in the system. It was found that the observer is more sensitive to

changes in the bulk modulus than to changes in other parameters of the system. All

results show good performance of the nonlinear observer.

Simulation studies were also conducted using Wald's sequential test for fault

detection. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the fault detection strategy. Since

the detection method utilized residuals, the residuals were generated successfully for all

types of common hydraulic system faults, i.e., incorrect pr:mp pressure, cross-port

Ieakage, external leakage from the cylinder, changes in the bulk modulus and sensor

faults. It was shown that residual generation is most difficult in the case of increased bulk

modulus due to the small error between actual and the observed outputs.

Experimental verifications were conducted for both observer and fault detection. It

was shown that observed states were adequately following the actual states. This proved

the good performance of the nonlinear observer. Experimental verifications were also

conducted for two types of faults: (i) incorrect pllmp pressure and (ii) sensor faults' It was

8l



not possible to conduct the experiment for further faults due to the limitations of the

experimental test rig.
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